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See you soon.

This simple yet hopeful farewell is now fraught with anxiety and confusion. Because, in what seemed like a matter of 

femtoseconds[1], the immense but intimate COVID-19 pandemic shocked so many facets of our lives.

What if we reimagined this parting phrase as a mantra for creative practice? An invocation to refocus ourselves and 

connect to others. A reminder that simple gestures can be powerful and disruptive, capable of inspiring permanent 

shifts in perspective.

2020 Vision is this digital catalog and the forthcoming exhibition of the MFA Program in Studio Art at Brooklyn College. 

Contributing artists hail from Atlanta, Bogota, Hartford, and New York City. Full disclosure: I have an affinity for these 

artists. They were among my first group of students when I began my full-time teaching position in the Art Department 

in 2018. I also lead their first Master Seminar and Research course.

Since then each of them participated in numerous critiques with faculty, peers, and visiting artists. They engaged in 

writing and critical investigation of art practice and history; ideally bringing knowledge into the studio from other 

disciplines and alternative archives. Some spent hours in their studios building out creative visions. Studios that now 

lie dormant as the artists carry on with their practice remotely while also managing adversity. One can acknowledge 

the privileged place we are in, having studios that can be left behind. This type of loss is a reminder and forbearer of the 

obtrusions artists face throughout their careers.

Most in this cohort selected painting as a primary mode of production. Jesse ScaturroJesse Scaturro powered through painting after 

painting, looking to be influenced by a range of iconic painters. He distanced himself from fixed concepts or themes as 

he searched for creative virtuosity. Paul Wylenczek’sPaul Wylenczek’s paintings are an amalgamation of autobiographical scenes that 

range from mundane to bizarre.  These layered compositions nod to his background in illustration and design. His use 

of heavy lines and vibrant colors offer expressive possibilities. Perhaps this is how one’s practice can shift at a point of 

personal inflection.

Some in the group learned new techniques, taking advantage of the labs for digital art, drawing, painting, photography, 

printmaking, and sculpture. Sara Montoya Shannon’sSara Montoya Shannon’s transmedia project used painting, printmaking, and video to 



platform her views on fertility and nature.  She explored the psychological relationship between human bodies and 

symbols of fertility. One may notice similarities in the themes these artists explored such as memory, trauma, and 

personal relationships. Paul CarneyPaul Carney sought to materialize deeply personal recollections of family.  He offers sensory 

experiences that suggest hallucination and disintegration. Tamara Mouzon’sTamara Mouzon’s sculptures use clay, paper, cotton, 

synthetic fibers, and found objects to narrate her family’s experiences of substance abuse. 

Several artists took on the challenge of building worlds in their studio - an impossible undertaking. For instance, 

Brandy Wednesday’sBrandy Wednesday’s paintings are time machines. They are built using esoteric symbols and references from film 

noir, Victorian era-fashion, and science fiction. Each one shows a changing cast of women engaged in peculiar rituals.  

The participants are set in a matrix of shadowy spaces, connected by portals which allow for movement within and 

between the paintings. Marlene Kryza’sMarlene Kryza’s Rime of the Dead Science-man is a multi-dimensional visual companion to 

a narrative poem.  It is a collection of objects and images that explore the role of choice in a climate of technological 

determinism. Michael Serafino’s Michael Serafino’s large-scale paintings appear to be lyrical 21st-century genre paintings of bar culture 

and nightlife; upon closer observation and understanding they reveal how groups activate social spaces. 

Overall this work exists separately from one another, but these artists are united in their attention to curiosity. This 

catalog presents images of finished works. The artists will be conferred degrees this Spring. We are uncertain as to 

when 2020 Vision will be experienced in person - or what that experience will be like. I imagine that the exhibition, 

perhaps any exhibition we can physically attend in the future, will be a cathartic experience. I invite you to follow 

these artists’ journey to the unknown.

See you soon.

Eto OtitigbeEto Otitigbe

Assistant Professor, Brooklyn College Art Department 

[1] A femtosecond, according to the Miriam Webster Dictionary, is the SI unit of time equal to one quadrillionth, or one millionth of one 
billionth of a second, (i.e. 10-15 seconds). It is the time scale used to observe molecular motion. A ray of light travels approximately 0.3 μm 
(micrometers) in 1 femtosecond, a distance comparable to the diameter of a virus. The lasers used for corrective vision surgery operate on 
the order of femtoseconds.  They pulse ultrafast beams of light to excite human tissue to the extent that it separates without burning.  This 
procedure is used to remove cataracts or achieve 20/20 vision. 



My pieces depict sensory and emotional experiences and preserve them onto surfaces. My aim is to evoke a deeply 

personal memory in the viewer; but the memory I’m exploring while creating the piece is my own. This duality draws 

attention to and explores the complexity of  memory. It is highly suggestible  and subject to change,  vulnerable to 

the context in which it is activated and to the mythology and history of which it is part.

The painting of my father was made in two sections, the second half made shortly after his death. This portrait is an 

amalgamation of experience and identity, merging mine with his, removing the face like a Virtual Reality headset, 

experiencing reality like the hallucination it sometimes seems to be. Although emotion fueled this work, the act of 

painting it was rational, each decision an act of disruption, each new application method breaking the harmony of the 

last. It is a visual metaphor of how we disintegrate.

Moving between mediums like painting and video helps me to discover new and analogous relationships between 

very disparate forms. This method can be seen in my video “Deeper,” which acts out the experience of isolation that 

often comes from working solo in the studio. Prudent during the era of social distancing in which it was made, the 

isolation involved in the creative process is double-edged, while offering the quiet needed to reflect on our lives, it 

consequentially distorts our sense of self. We need to be social, and my work is reaching out hoping to be understood 

even just by a few. As the video closes, I paint over my face in a mirror, destroying it to create something new.

PAUL CARNEYPAUL CARNEY paullcarney@gmail.com



Paul Carney,  “Red Belly”,  Oil on canvas,  60” x 48”, 2019



Paul Carney,  “The Flowers in Bloom”,  Oil on canvas,  12” x 12”,  2019



Paul Carney,  “Deeper”,  (still) analog video,  2019



This work is a multi-dimensional visual accompaniment to a narrative poem. Through the events of the story, I explore 

technical determinism, which suggests that technology is driving our thoughts, choices, and evolution more than 

the vital human thing inside of us. Art is one way of expressing that thing, whatever it is, in all of its indefatigable 

nebulousness – unquantifiable, unpredictable, and self-regenerating.

The narrative involves a scientist who is inspired to breed a feline-canine hybrid.   He believes it will be the most 

irresistible pet ever, thereby ensuring his fame. He knows that inventing a creature is a slippery slope, but follows 

through in spite of this, for better or for worse.  Through the events, I examine fantasy, desire, choice, unpredictability, 

and free will.

I made this art as a way of being proactive. The suggestion that we may not be in control of our own future demands 

action.   Working additively and subtractively, I am making choices, taking risks, and thinking about what can and 

cannot be undone. The textures and mark-making reflect the conflict between wanting to go forward, and backwards 

at the same time.  This work is a physical meditation on the role of choice in defining the contours of our future.

MARLENE KRYZAMARLENE KRYZA marlene.kryza@gmail.com
www.mkryza.com

#kryzamelot



Marlene Kryza,  “The Inspiration of the Science-Man”,  Mixed media collage on recovered wood,  45” x 42”,  2020



Marlene Kryza,  “Bestiary #1 - Roosterpooch”,  Mixed media collage on wooden plank,  11” x 14”,  2020



Marlene Kryza,  “The Impression”,  Mixed media collage,  30” x 48”,  2020



 My body of work demonstrates a sustained emphasis on the body, fertility, and nature. As a Colombian 

immigrant living in the US, I have to confront my Latin American perception of female fertility, American views on 

female fertility, and my own experiences with infertility. 

 My paintings, videos, works on paper, and photographs, explore the psychological relationship between 

bodies and symbols of fertility. I often choose symbols like fruits, plants, roots imagery seen as my interpretation of 

the natural landscape or the inner world like a meditative stage on the meaning of the word fertile. There is a new 

dialogue in our society around this topic as women have started having children later in life, and it has become a very 

central question in my life at this period of time. 

 In this body of work, I brighten photographs of reproductive cells and embryos from the internet, to emphasize 

the importance these fertility organisms have in my life. I find fertility organisms beautiful; I emphasize their beauty 

by using watercolors to create a liquid feeling in the image with blue tones that are translucent. I combined a mixed 

media effect using oil paint, watercolor and printmaking with cyanotype photographic process to create images 

of technological transformation. The regeneration of the materials is meant to reference human reproduction. I 

represented this transformation of the body as a metaphor for female fertility.  This reflects my personal struggles 

with fertility. In turn, it may reflect a commonality among modern women.

SARA MONTOYA SHANNONSARA MONTOYA SHANNON saray32@gmail.com 
@saraymmm



Sara Montoya Shannon,  “untitled”,  Mix media cyanotype, watercolor, oil, and silk screen on canvas,  24” x 36”,  2019



Sara Montoya Shannon,  “~ to wait”,  Mix media cyanotype, watercolor, oil, and and silk screen on canvas,  24” x 36”,  2019



Sara Montoya Shannon,  “Performance. ~IV”,  Video Still: Colombia Mountains,  2018  



 My creative work includes drawing, acrylic and/or oil painting and sculpture. I believe that insights in art 

are supported by a cross-disciplinary practice and I find that my work in one discipline will influence my work in 

another. For example my background as a ceramic sculptor influences my recent drawing series Thoughtful Pitbull; I 

draw and paint drawings of pitbull dogs in different scenarios and explore how variations of words advertised can be 

used to create works on paper. Painting has a profound influence on my drawings, many recent works using blocking 

in and building up texture method. I shift the theme as I work on the painting. These drawings and paintings are 

simultaneously representational and symbolic, static and dynamic. The drawings communicate subjective qualities 

embedded on a canvas and paper. 

 I think of my sculptures as three dimensional drawings; I often use synthetic materials, such as cotton, rug-

like rope and cough drops to define space and form. In these works I use organic structures, fluidity in particular, to 

pull a construction out of the realm of two dimensions and into the realm of three dimensions. I use organic structures 

to both build and distort form. With motion-line-form and over and under, I began studying my family members to 

construct the sculptures, to express line in movement while defining volume. My goal is to explore how energy and 

motion are communicated in the human body and in human built structures.

 Many of my sculptures focus on the documentation of events and question how they can be presented. I 

noticed that it’s a human’s habit to manipulate alcohol awareness into a catastrophe of desire. I have observed that 

these “desires” are often compromised and changed by “culture”-the accessibility of a recreational drug and social 

lubricant. I see this juxtaposition between desire and culture in ménage patterns, in religion, social drinking events 

and addiction. In my artwork I explore this “middle ground” where desire and culture meet. I often set up contrast 

between my sculpture and its environment by using everyday materials in surprising ways and by emphasizing color, 

texture and form. My goal with sculpture is to transform inventive space into a changed space to dislodge myself and 

the viewer from the unfocused gaze we so often direct at the everyday world. The temporary nature of my sculptures 

heighten this experience.

TAMARA MOUZONTAMARA MOUZON tamara.mouzon@my.liu.edu
@tazmarts25



Tamara Mouzon,  “Sidelines”,  Mixed-terra cotta, air dry clay, fabric, cotton, black foam board, and wire,  10.5” x 13” x 10”,  2019



Tamara Mouzon,  “Pitbull dog statuette”,  Terra cotta and air hardening clay,  8.5” x 9” x 5”,  2019



Tamara Mouzon,  “Beer-frolicious”,  Mixed media: terra cotta, air dry clay, white cotton, paper,   9” x 11” x 6”,  2019



I first explored palette paintings purely as an extension of my current painting practice and as a way to examine the 

use of color and texture.  Allowing for random and spontaneous placement was a less restrictive way for me to conceive 

one idea or subject matter, what ultimately led to inform my larger body of work. I wanted to double my output and 

loosen up my style to be more immediate and responsive to the act of painting. I also felt the urgency to work bigger 

and faster. By switching to using primed canvas and illustration board as my painter’s palette, I was less concerned 

with adhering to form, color, or content. I distanced myself from attaching any fixed concepts or ideas to the work, 

which in turn allowed for more freedom. When the surface was completely saturated with paint, I tacked it to the wall 

and studied it for a few days.

During this process, I started to recognize images in the overall composition, as well as elements and qualities within 

the color palette I employed : a face, a foot, a house. In one of these palette paintings the first image I saw was a 

reclining man. As I defined the image, and placed the subject in space, the reclining man morphed into a sculptor 

in his studio. It’s no surprise that I conjured a sculptor, my father is a woodcarver. As a child, I’d see him turn solid 

blocks of rough, splintery wood into beautiful, anamorphic and figurative forms with smooth rounded surfaces that 

shimmered in the light like glass. 

On completion of The Sculptor (2019), the idea of labor stayed with me. Primarily, how hard artists work. The frenzy, 

the deep contemplation, the brief satisfaction. All this work for something hard to define. These thoughts became the 

foundation for a series of paintings. Casting myself and rendered in a caricature style, the paintings became a way for 

me to examine the futility and the necessity of “work”. The palette paintings remain an important part of my process. 

Sitting in my studio as I write this I’m watching a horse gallop across my canvas or maybe it’s a chicken in the rain.

JESSE SCATURROJESSE SCATURRO jessescaturro@gmail.com
www.jessescaturro.com

@jessescaturro



Jesse Scaturro,  “Process 1”,  Oil on canvas,  48” x 48”,  2019



Jesse Scaturro,  “Giacometti”,  Oil on canvas,  48” x 36”,  2020



Jesse Scaturro,  “Napoleon Rides A Cow”,  Oil on canvas,  36” x 36”,  2019



 I want to paint group scenes with all their interactions and tensions energizing a space. I developed a 

particular interest in social settings and how people make meaning by sharing a space. The results of my work can be 

seen as 21st century genre paintings capturing bar culture, nightlife and other social events. As this era that contains 

my youth passes, its representations will stand in for its actuality. I want this body of work to join the visual record that 

shapes remembering.

 Through the distorting lens of memory, my visual recollections of each occasion becomes dramatized 

into a kind of baroque expressionism, saturated in color with speedy, clamorous brushwork. There is an urgency in 

the execution as I rush to crystallize the fleeting impression of what it felt like to be there. Perhaps it reflects the 

heightened poignancy of altered consciousness or the necessity of believing one’s life experiences matter at all.

 The point of view is from an inside observer. The subjects are creative communities and the spaces where they 

gather in Brooklyn, NY. These are places populated with people of privilege and precariousness. Fortunate to pursue 

creative endeavors, but still economically insecure. Part of wanting to work with this subject is knowing how short 

a time it will exist. Most of these gathering points have an intrinsic impermanence, existing in the cracks between 

more profitable ventures. The paintings epitomize a single wave of people in the ceaseless tide of a neighborhood that 

disperses the inhabitants that came before and will itself be displaced.

 I am fascinated by the idea that time materializes as part of a painting. The time it takes to execute a work and 

the aesthetic embodiment of the era are both present. I think my job is to take a feeling of the visceral lived experience 

and render it in a vibrant expression, a memento of this single wave, with all its conflicting and ambivalent presence.

MICHAEL SERAFINOMICHAEL SERAFINO mike@mikafino.com
www.mikafino.com

@mikafino



Michael Serafino,  “Rebeccas on Jefferson”,  Oil on canvas,  68” x 86”,  2019



Michael Serafino,  “Crowd Scene”,  48” x 36”,  Oil on canvas,  2020



Michael  Serafino,  “Night to Miss”,  48” x 60”,  Oil on canvas,  2019



 The Dead-Light Multiverse braids the mystique of visible reality with the shadowy twinkle of the cosmos. 

This series is armed with a liberation of the artists’ subconscious, constructions of one’s subliminal universe, and the 

formation of an alchemical painting dialogue. The artist creates within alternate subverted dimensions, exploring 

futures, histories, and present states in time that are slathered and sprinkled with surrealism, symbolism, and magic 

realism. The origin of this series began with a linen corporeally threaded wallpaper that meanders through inky stains 

and traversed planes bringing to life many-eyed women with unfettered hair who occupy flat, patterned realms within 

a limited monochromatic palette. This limitation illuminates the portability of navigating anachronisms; while also 

guiding and disrupting the viewer through a mysteriously whimsical non-linear narrative. The murky darkness of 

the black pigment used in these pieces pushes the uncertainty in which these beings exist within a time paradox and 

draws on concepts of the fourth dimension. The figures exist within themselves, isolated as unconscious cerebrations 

of a moment or emotional half-life.

BRANDY WEDNESDAYBRANDY WEDNESDAY brandy@brandywednesday.com
www.brandywednesday.com

@punkywednesday



Brandy Wednesday,  “Flowers, I Abject”,   Acrylic and ink on wallpaper with thread,   36” x 41”,   2019



Brandy Wednesday,  “Uncanny Pecking Disorder”,   Acrylic and ink on wallpaper with thread,   36” x 50”,   2019



Brandy Wednesday,  “Crimson Ouroboros”,   Acrylic and ink on wallpaper with thread,   31.5” x 42”,   2019



 The core values of skateboarding are freedom and individualism, I use this form of expression not just on 

the board, but off it in my studio. These ideals are direct ties to paintings that inspire my work, from 20th century 

expressionism to the street culture of pop art. My world is activated by going out into the streets and the happenstance 

that comes from engaging with people that I might meet on a particular day. I bring these interactions into my studio 

and straight onto my canvas. Planning ahead diminishes my creativity and limits my impulsive mark making. Bar 

scenes, subway rides, or the mundane, disorganized situations that might arise from going to the bodega for a beer, 

stand out to me and excite me.

 My palette is refined to a lot of white and pastel colors, such as pinks and blues, and especially black, which is 

used contrastingly in heavy outlines. Although I use brighter “happy” colors my work evolves into a playful dystopia 

with bizarre looking figures that tend to accentuate the subcultures of society. People are depicted with simple circles 

for eyes which appear soulless with either a long smile or form. Long limbs make no anatomical sense and are set into 

contortionist positions. My art seeks to be an extension of what I find humorous, twisted, and part of the every mans 

every day, these are not aspirational images but images that hopefully inspire us to let loose, relax, and go with the 

flow.

PAUL WYLENCZEKPAUL WYLENCZEK pwylenczek@yahoo.com
@paulw_69



Paul Wylenczek,  “Dog Lady on Bowery”,  Mixed media on canvas,  57”x 101”,  2019



Paul Wylenczek,  “B train”,  Oil and acrylic on canvas,   30” x 40” ,   2020



Paul Wylenczek,  “Bar”, 40” x 30”,  Mixed media on canvas,  2019
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